Chemical Inventory Module

In accordance with HAZCOM Regulation 29 CFR 1910.1200(b)(6) (ii), companies must maintain an up-to-date inventory of chemicals onsite, along with their supporting Safety Data Sheets (SDS). The Operational Sustainability, LLC® (OS) OESuite™ Chemical Inventory Module manages your chemical inventory and can be linked to your Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and existing data historian via our connectors. Our advanced regulatory reporting solution, linked to our Task / Compliance Management and SDS Modules, uses the OESuite material library to sync the actual chemical product along with Globally Harmonized System (GHS) information. Barcode tracking capability means you can accurately track chemicals and chemical containers in your facility from acquisition through storage, use, and disposal.

OESuite also enables centralized purchasing of chemicals along with the streamlining of hazardous waste disposal through our integrated Waste Management Module. Easily track chemical names, quantities, ship-to locations, material compositions, and material properties. Standardize measurements and track mixtures to support your product stewardship initiatives.

Quickly and easily search, access, print, and export chemical inventory. As your list of chemicals changes, our use our MOC Module to flag new chemicals / materials to ensure all personnel have the most current chemical information.

The OESuite™ Chemical Inventory Module enhances compliance assurance with these dynamic features:

- Chemical inventory limits, including a max-intended inventory to support your Process Safety Information (PSI); can be integrated to the OS PSI framework
- Chemical storage information and barcoding
- Spill / release incidents and waste generation
- Chemical inventory transactions and movements
- Inventory limits, warnings, and stop limits
- Chemical classification and/or hazard class information
- Reporting for DHS, HMBP, SARA, Tier II, and other state regulatory reports
- Global GHS labels and SDS information
- Purchase order information with ERP integration
- Inventory reorder point creation and automatic notifications when inventory is running low
- Management of Change (MOC) generation when a new chemical is introduced or a reformulation is enacted
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- Storage area management
- Tracking and reporting emissions (e.g., Hazardous Air Pollutants [HAPs], Toxic Release Inventory [TRI])
- Waste management including waste shipment, container management, and cost tracking

Extended OESuite™ Modules

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.